Surface roughness is studied experimentally by making use of the statistical properties of dichromatic speckle patterns. The rms intensity difference between two speckle patterns produced by two argon laser lines are analyzed in the far field as functions of the object surface roughness and the difference in the two wavenumbers of the illuminating light. By applying previously derived formulas, the rms surface roughness is obtained from rms intensity differences. Glass and metal rough surfaces are used. Other than the scattering arrangement, the experimental setup has a simple spectrometric system and an electronic analyzing circuit.
Introduction
In practice, surface roughness is normally measured by using stylus instruments. One such instrument measures the CLA (center line average height) roughness from 0.05 ,tm to 10 ,um with a fine diamond point which exerts a small pressure of only 0.1 mg. It is, however, a laboratory technique that requires the test object to be physically removed from the process which it serves. The principal drawbacks of this method are its slowness to affect measurements and its effect on the surface being measured. Even with the lowest pressure possible on the stylus, scratches are often left on an aluminum mirror surface under test. To overcome these drawbacks, much work has been carried out studying alternative optical techniques providing a nonmechanical-contact method to measure surface roughness.'
Based on theoretical studies of electromagnetic-wave scattering, angular distributions of average intensities scattered from various types of surfaces have been studied extensively by many workers. 2 3 One of the simplest methods can determine the rms surface roughness by measuring the mean intensity of light scattered into the specular direction. However, since the accuracy of this method depends on the surface When this work was done both authors were with Universite Laval, Laboratoire de Recherches en Optique et Laser, Quebec, P.Q. H.
profile, it may not be used fully in practical measurements.1'4 Therefore, other optical methods have been more commonly used. By observing the deformation of fringe patterns in an interferogram or that of the shadow of a narrow slit imaged onto a rough surface, the surface profile, maximum height, and rms roughness can be estimated. ' Recently, various speckle techniques have been studied to measure surface roughness properties. 5 In particular, the correlation function of speckle patterns produced at different wavelengths has been studied under various conditions of surface structure, illumination, and system observation.5' 2 It has been pointed out that the two-wavelength speckle patterns decorrelate with an increase of object surface roughness or with an increase in difference in the two wavenumbers. The spatial coherence function of the speckling field has also been applied to determine the correlation function of surface height variations.' 3 Some holographic or speckle interferometric methods have been reported and improved to give real time measurements of surface roughness.
5 "14, 5 Considerable effort has also been made in investigating the relationship between object surface roughness and speckle pattern contrast. 4 , 5 ,16 2 3 In particular, by measuring the contrast variation in monochromatic speckle patterns,'6' 9 a very useful technique has been proposed and studied to determine rms surface roughness, waviness, and the correlation length of surface height variations.
2 0 -2 3 Since the contrast can be calculated systematically for various types of surfaces, the method seems to be more practical for in-process measurements. However, with a He-Ne laser, the effective measuring range of optical roughness of that method is limited to 0-0.2 Aim; this is relatively narrower than the current stylus method. In order to extend the measuring range of rms roughness up to a few microns, we have studied theoretically the differences in two speckle patterns produced by dichromatic illumination. 2 4 A new method has been proposed to determine the rms roughness by measuring the rms difference in two normalized intensity distributions in dichromatic speckle patterns. In this paper, we report on an experimental study of the proposed method. Various grades of ground glass plates and metal surfaces are taken as test surfaces. The experimental results are compared with the theoretical curves and with those of a similar method proposed recently by Wykes. 2 5 II. Experimental Arrangement Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the experiment. An argon laser in multiline operation is used as a polichromatic source. The laser beam is focused by a converging lens Lo onto an object's rough surface; this is shown as Ot [ Fig. 1(a) ] in the case of a transmitting surface and as r [ Fig. 1(b) ] in the case of a reflecting surface. The incident angle is 00. The light scattered from the object surface produces a polichromatic speckle pattern in the far-field plane A. The distance from the object surface to the observing plane A is 56 cm. The diameter of the laser spot on the object surface is 0.32 mm, which is much larger than the correlation length of the surface height variation of ordinary rough surfaces. The average speckle size on the plane A is calculated at 1.1 mm. 2 6 A small pinhole Pa is placed at the on-axis point of the plane A, detecting the polichromatic speckle intensity. The diameter of the pinhole Pa is 0.1 mm, which is much smaller than the average size of the speckles. The system behind the pinhole Pa is a simple spectrometer consisting of a lens L,, a prism P, a small mirror M, and two photomultipliers D, and D 2 . Two particular wavelengths are selected by changing the position of the mirror M and the detector Dl. By translating the object surface Ot or , across the illuminating light with a constant velocity, the polichromatic speckle pattern at plane A and accordingly the two intensities at detectors D, and D 2 vary with time. The two intensity variations of the dichromatic speckle pattern are converted to signal currents, and their differences are studied as functions of the object surface roughness and the wavenumbers of the illuminating light. 2 4 Since the argon laser is polarized linearly and the plane of polarization is set perpendicular to the plane of incidence (purely horizontal polarization), the scattered light from the rough surface is not depolarized at the detecting point Pa in the plane of incidence. 2 The previous theoretical study based on the scalar diffraction theory is therefore applicable to this experimental study.
In the theory, 2 4 we have introduced the rms difference V and found a useful equation,
where I(ki) and 1(k 2 ) are two intensity variations of the dichromatic speckle pattern, k is the wavenumber (= 27r/X), and a, is the rms optical roughness, that is, the rms optical path fluctuation due to the object surface roughness. In this experiment, we have set up a simple analyzer system to calculate the five mean values and substitute them into Eq. (2) to evaluate the rms difference V. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the system. Each of the two signals from the photomultipliers passes through a preamplifier Al or A 2 and an integrater G, or G 2 to yield its mean value (I(kl)) or (1(k 2 ) ). Two signals are also fed into an analog multiplier M and an integrater G 3 . By changing the selector switch, we have the values (I(k1) 2 ), (I(k 2 ) 2 ), and (I(k1)I(k 2 ) ). The time of integration is 10 sec, and during this period 8.4 mm of the object rough surface is scanned. Eight dif- For the transmitting surfaces, the optical roughness ac, is given by
n, sinki = sinko (Snell's refraction law), (6) where n, is the refractive index of the glass plate, 0 0 is the incident angle of laser light, and 01 is the refracting angle in the glass plate. For reflecting surfaces, a, is related to R 8 , a, = 2R, cos0o.
The effects of incident angle on the rms difference are studied in Sec. III.B. Figure 4 compares the experimental data with theoretical results. The experimental data of the rms difference V are plotted against the optical roughness a, converted from the values of roughness measured by a mechanical stylus. The measurements of the rms difference were repeated ten times for each surface under two different conditions of dichromatic illumination. In this case, the incident light is normal to the surfaces. 
Ill. Results and Discussion

A. Measurement of Root Mean Square Roughness
which enables us to calculate the rms optical roughness as, directly by substituting the predetermined value of k-k 2 and the value of the rms difference V measured experimentally. Hence, with the use of Eqs. (5)- (7), the actual rms roughness R of a surface can be determined by the present speckle method. In order to show the correlation between the measured values of the rms roughness obtained with the mechanical stylus and those given by the speckle method, the experimental results in Fig. 4 are tran-10. Effe o / study, 2 4 it has been assumed that the rough surface is illuminated uniformly within an aperture, while in the
5.
( present experiment, the amplitude distributions have
Gaussian forms. Nevertheless, no significant error due to these different conditions has been found between )
,o/ the theoretical and the experimental results. This fact ,, means that the rms difference V is actually quite insensitive to the shape and the size of the laser spot in the scattering surface, if the laser spot illuminates many scattering elements. 2 on the Gaussian statistics. In order to eliminate the speckle enhancement, the spot size is chosen as large as possible within the limit of the resolving power of the into Fig. 5 . R,, is the rms roughness obtained detecting pinhole Pa (Fig. 1 ). For very rough surfaces, echanical stylus method. R,, is that obtained however, due to the enlarged spot size, the light energy peckle method. The correlation between the is scattered so widely that the intensity is no longer an * of data is more than 90% from 0.13 m of a efficient parameter for detection. Therefore, the irface to 6 m of a ground glass plate.
practical measuring range may be limited by that effibcts of Incident Angle ciency. Within the measuring range of the present cts_ ofE Incident Angie . . .. r .^ experiment, all test surfaces have produced nonenEquations () and (7) indicate that the optical surface roughness is a function of incident angle 0 of the laser beam. It is expected, therefore, that the measuring range or the sensitivity can be altered by varying the incident angle. In Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), some of the experimental results of the rms difference V are plotted against the incident angle 00 for both type of surfaces. The solid lines show the theoretical curves calculated by using Eqs. (3) and (5)- (7). It is seen from Fig. 6(a) that, for the transmitting surfaces, the rms difference increases with the incident angle increase. Therefore, it is possible to increase the sensitivity to some extent by increasing the incident angle.
On the contrary, Fig. 6(b) indicates that in the case of reflecting surfaces, the rms difference decreases with incident angle increase. This seems to be reasonable from the well known fact that the effective optical roughness of reflecting surfaces decreases with oblique incidence. Hence, the sensitivity can be reduced by as much as a factor of 0.5 by increasing the incident angle.
C. Laser-Spot Size Actually, the amplitude distributions in the neighborhood of the focal point or beam waist are different for each component of the dichromatic light. This means that the size of the laser-beam spot in the rough surface from which the light is scattered and superposed at the observing point is actually different for the two chosen wavelengths. Moreover, in the theoretical hanced speckle patterns.
Another interest in the size of the laser spot is its relation to the so-called roughness width cutoff defined empirically in current stylus methods. The standard cutoff value for the measurements of CLA roughness is very smooth surfaces. The size of the laser spot in this experiment is 0.32 mm, which is regarded as the maximum wavelength of the roughness contributing to the production of speckle patterns. Since the size is of the order of the standard cutoff values of the stylus method, both experimental results in Fig. 5 are in good agreement.
IV. Conclusion
It now becomes possible to estimate rms surface roughness by measuring the rms difference in two normalized intensity variations in a dichromatic speckle pattern produced in the far field of the object surface. The effective measuring range in this experimental study is 0.4-6 gm for the ground glass surfaces and 0.1-1 gm for the ground metal surfaces. The method is available for random rough surfaces processed by such methods as grinding, lapping, and polishing, which produce polichromatic speckle patterns. The measuring range of the present method actually covers one of the important regions of roughness ordinarily encountered in those processes. For surfaces with periodic profiles, our method may not be applied, because these surfaces act as a phase grating for the polichromatic illumination with resulting diffraction patterns having periodic forms instead of random forms.
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